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ABSTRACT

Standard migration techniques require a velocity model.

A new and fast prestack time migration method is pre-

sented that does not require a velocity model as an input.

The only input is a shot gather, unlike other velocity-

independent migrations that also require input of data in

other gathers. The output of the presented migration is a

time-migrated image and the migration velocity model.

The method uses the first and second derivatives of the

traveltimes with respect to the location of the receiver.

These attributes are estimated by computing the gradient of

the amplitude in a shot gather. The assumptions of the

approach are a laterally slowly changing velocity and

reflectors with small curvatures; the dip of the reflector can

be arbitrary. The migration velocity corresponds to the root

mean square (rms) velocity for laterally homogeneous media

for near offsets. The migration expressions for 2D and 3D

cases are derived from a simple geometrical construction

considering the image of the source. The strengths and

weaknesses of the methods are demonstrated on synthetic

data. At last, the applicability of the method is discussed

by interpreting the migration velocity in terms of the

Taylor expansion of the traveltime around the zero offset.

INTRODUCTION

It is possible to find the velocity and the reflector below a

constant velocity layer by using traveltimes and horizontal slow-

nesses, also called local event slopes, of the reflected rays.

According to Sword (1987), the idea of using horizontal slow-

nesses to obtain migration velocity and the location goes back

to Puzyrev, Riznichenko, and Rudnev in the 1940s. This

approach was published in English by Hermont (1979), Sword

(1981), Zavalishin (1982), and Goldin (1986). Sword (1987)

presents this constant-velocity prestack depth migration along-

side his tomography approach. The prestack time migration pro-

posed by Fomel (2007) is equivalent to these migrations because

he assumes a constant effective-velocity layer, which means that

the traveltime curves are hyperbolas. The idea of using horizon-

tal slowness was also used by Kleyn (1977) for zero-offset

migration and by Ottolini (1983) for migration of horizontal

reflectors. Cooke et al. (2009) present another point of view on

this velocity-independent migration in which they use the result-

ing migration velocity to perform multiples suppression. All of

these formulations require the horizontal slownesses in two

domains: some in common-offset and common-midpoint (e.g.,

Fomel, 2007) and some in common-shot and common-receiver

domains (e.g., Cooke et al., 2009). However, the information

about the slowness is not always available in two domains; for

example, the spacing between sources can be too large or there

are only few sources available.

To address this issue, I formulate a new method for velocity-

independent migration that requires data only in one domain; it

uses the first and the second derivatives of the traveltime with

respect to the location of the receiver in a common-shot gather.

As with the other methods, I assume that the signal propagates

through a constant effective-velocity layer; that is, the traveltime

curves are hyperbolic, and the velocity is given by the second-

order term in the Taylor expansion of the traveltime around the

zero offset. This assumption is a good approximation to many

geological situations, including the vertical inhomogeneity, as

indicated by the success of time migrations. Moreover, I assume

that the reflector has a small curvature (compared with its depth)

with an arbitrary dip. First, I describe the theory of the migra-

tion algorithm. Second, I illustrate the applications and limita-

tions of the method on three synthetic examples. The appendix

shows the generalization of the method to 3D.

THEORY

In this section I describe the shot-gather migration in a 2D

medium. If t denotes the traveltime of a signal from a fixed

source with location given by coordinates (xs, zs) to a receiver
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located at (xr, zr), then the horizontal slowness at the receiver is

defined as

px ¼
ot

oxr
: (1)

If the wave propagates through a constant effective-velocity

medium with slowness p ¼ 1
v, where v is the effective velocity,

then one can find the reflection point by finding the reflected

image ðxs0 ; zs0 Þ of the source around the reflection plane (Figure 1).

The location of this image is such that its distance from the re-

ceiver is equal to t
p and the angle a between the line z¼ zr and

the line connecting the receiver with the image is arccos
�

px

p

�
; its

coordinates are given by

zs0 ¼ zr þ
t

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� px

p

� �2
s

¼ zr þ
t

p2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

q
(2)

and

xs0 ¼ xr �
tpx

p2
: (3)

As illustrated by Figure 1, the reflection point (x, z) is located at

the intersection of the line passing though the receiver and the

image of the source, indicated by the green dashed line,

ðzs0 � zrÞðx� xrÞ ¼ ðxs0 � xrÞðz� zrÞ; (4)

with the line that is normal to the source-reflected source line

and passes through the middle of this line, indicated by the

black dotted line,

x� xs0 þ xs

2

� �
xs0 � xsð Þ þ z� zs0 þ zs

2

� �
zs0 � zsð Þ ¼ 0:

(5)

The coordinates of the reflection point are the solution of equa-

tions 4 and 5 and are given by

x ¼
xr x2

s � x2
s0 þ zs � zs0ð Þ2

� �
2 xr � xs0ð Þ xs � xs0ð Þ þ zr � zs0ð Þ zs � zs0ð Þð Þ

þ
xs0 x2

s0 � x2
s þ z2

s0 � z2
s þ 2zr zs � zs0ð Þ

� �
2 xr � xs0ð Þ xs � xs0ð Þ þ zr � zs0ð Þ zs � zs0ð Þð Þ (6)

and

z ¼ 2 xrxszs0 � xsxs0zr � xrxs0zs0ð Þ
2 xr � xs0ð Þ xs � xs0ð Þ þ zr � zs0ð Þ zs � zs0ð Þð Þ

þ
x2

s0 zr þ zs0ð Þ þ zr � zs0ð Þ x2
s þ z2

s � z2
s0

� �
2 xr � xs0ð Þ xs � xs0ð Þ þ zr � zs0ð Þ zs � zs0ð Þð Þ : (7)

Substituting for xs0 and zs0 from expressions 2 and 3 into expres-

sions 6 and 7, and expressing z in terms of the two-way vertical

traveltime t0¼ 2zp gives

x ¼
2p2xr tþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
zr � zsð Þ

� �
2p2 tþ px xs � xrð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
zr � zsð Þ

� �
þ

px p2 x2
s � x2

r þ zr � zsð Þ2
� �

� t2
� �

2p2 tþ px xs � xrð Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
zr � zsð Þ

� � (8)

and

t0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
t2 � p2 xr � xsð Þ2þz2

s � z2
r

� �� �
p tþ px xs � xrð Þ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
zr � zsð Þ

� �
þ 2p2zr t� px xr � xsð Þð Þ

p tþ px xs � xrð Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
zr � zsð Þ

� � : (9)

To use these expressions, it is necessary to know the effective

slowness p of the medium. One can find this slowness if one

assumes that the reflector can be approximated by a plane. In

such a case, the location of the image of the source does not

change if the location of the receiver is infinitesimally changed,

as illustrated in Figure 2. In other words, the derivative of equa-

tions 2 and 3 with respect to xr must be zero. The derivative of

either of these equations with respect to xr gives

0 ¼ 1� px

p

� �2

� t

p2
pxx; (10)

where pxx denotes the derivative of px with respect to xr;

namely,

pxx ¼
opx

oxr
¼ o2t

ox2
r

: (11)

Solving equation 10 for p gives

p2 ¼ p2
x þ tpxx; (12)

where p is the effective slowness. To obtain the expressions for

constant effective-velocity time migration, expression 12 is sub-

stituted in expressions 8 and 9.

This construction is based on a reflected signal and is not

well defined for direct arrivals. For direct arrivals, the denomi-

nators in expressions 8 and 9 will vanish because for direct

arrivals t ¼ px xr � xsð Þ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x

p
zs � zrð Þ. This vanishing of

the denominators effectively disregards the direct arrivals from
Figure 1. Reflected source (star) as “viewed” from the receiver
(triangle).
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the migration; there is no need for their removal before the

migration.

In the appendix, I present the migration expressions generalized

to three dimensions. To obtain the migration velocity, one does

not have to use expression A-4; one could use analogous expres-

sions obtained by considering the stationarity of the reflected

image coordinates with respect to the change of yr; namely,

p2 ¼ p2
y þ tpyy: (13)

The migration velocity is determined by the second derivative

of the traveltime with respect to only one of the coordinates of

the receiver. This means that it is not necessary to have the

same data sampling in x and y directions to find the second

derivative of the traveltime with respect to the location of

receivers. To find the migration velocity, one can use only the

derivatives along the direction with finer receiver spacing.

EXAMPLES

In the first example, I use the method to migrate synthetic

data generated by the sufdmod2 code from Seismic Unix

(Cohen and Stockwell, 2007) from the velocity model used by

Cooke et al. (2009) and shown in Figure 3. For brevity, I do not

include a figure of the corresponding density model; the den-

sities of the layers are in the descending order 1.0, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9,

3.0, 2.4, 3.0, 2.25, 3.2, 2.25, 3.0 g/cm3. The wavelength is in

the range of 40–100 m.

To use the presented migration method, the following attrib-

utes of the shot gather are needed:

1) horizontal slowness

2) derivative of horizontal slowness

An example of a shot gather is shown in Figure 4. In this

work, I use the direction of the gradient as an approximation of

the local slope. In particular, the expression to compute the hori-

zontal slowness is given by

px ¼ �
oA

ot
oA

oxr

; (14)

where A(t, x) corresponds to the amplitude of the shot gather and

the minus sign ensures that pr is positive for increasing traveltime

with offset. The second derivative of the travel-

time with offset can be calculated as a directional

derivative of p along the constant amplitude

curve scaled by the projection of this direction to

the offset axis. In particular, the resulting expres-

sion is

pxx ¼
opx

oxr
þ px

opx

ot
: (15)

In a discretized case, one can use the central

difference approximation of the partial deriva-

tives. An example of the resulting horizontal

slowness is given in Figure 5 for a fixed source

at location xs¼ 3900 m. I choose to smooth the

horizontal slowness by convolving with a 100 m� 5 ms boxcart

function to improve the quality of the second derivatives, which

are illustrated in Figure 6.

Using equations 12 and 8, I compute the attributes corre-

sponding to the migration velocity and the migration offset,

respectively, for each event in a source gather. Figures 7 and 8

show these attributes for the source located at 3900 m.

Equation 9 gives the zero-offset two-way traveltime attribute,

which is displayed in Figure 9 for the same source gather as the

other presented attributes. The migrated image of a single shot

gather is given in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the combination

of all 60 source gathers. Figure 12 shows the migration

velocity.

In the second example, I show the behavior of the method

when applied to nonplanar reflectors with scatter points. Figure

13 shows the velocity model that was used to generate the syn-

thetic shot gathers by Seismic Unix. Figure 14 shows the

migrated events corresponding to different source-receiver pairs.

Figure 3. P-wave interval velocity model used for data generation.

Figure 2. Stationarity of the reflected image with changing re-
ceiver location.
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Figure 6. Second derivative of traveltime obtained from the shot
gather in Figure 4.

Figure 7. Migration velocity attribute obtained from the shot
gather in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Horizontal slowness obtained from the shot gather in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Example of a source gather at 3900 m obtained with the
velocity model of Figure 3.
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It can be seen that the planar reflectors are well imaged, whereas

the curvature of the nonplanar reflectors causes blurring of the

image (indicated by arrows in Figure 14). This fact can be better

demonstrated by comparing two migrated shot gathers: one above

the flat part of the reflectors (Figure 15) and one above the

curved part of the reflectors (Figure 16). The least focused part of

Figure 8. Migration offset attribute obtained from the shot gather
in Figure 4. Figure 9. Migration two-way traveltime obtained from the shot

gather in Figure 4.

Figure 10. Migrated source gather obtained from
the shot gather in Figure 4.

Figure 11. Image composed of 60 migrated
source gathers with shots at every 100 m starting
at x¼ 1000 m for the velocity model given in
Figure 3.
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the image corresponds to the scatter points,

indicated by the ellipse for the uppermost

reflector. Note that the amplitude of the

diffracted waves is of the same order as the

amplitude of the waves reflected from the

corresponding reflectors.

In the third example, I use a point scat-

terer in a homogeneous medium to generate

synthetic source gathers. The resulting

migration, together with the point scatterer,

is shown in Figure 19. This example illus-

trates the defocusing of events that are the

results of scattering. This lack of good

focusing is due to the infinite curvature of

the point scatterers and represents the worst

conditions for the presented method that

assumes zero curvature of the reflectors. The

nonzero curvature affects the velocity esti-

mates and the migration locations.

DISCUSSION

To assess the applicability of the proposed

method for nonconstant true velocity above

the reflector, I follow the development of

Cameron et al. (2007), who looked at the

relation between the time-migration veloc-

ities and the true seismic velocities by

expanding the traveltime in the Taylor

series. Unlike their approach of expanding the

traveltime around the normal ray, I expand

the traveltime around the source location.

This difference is due to the use of the shot

gathers in the present method. The first

terms of the Taylor series of the square of

the traveltime are

t2 hð Þ ¼ t2 0ð Þ þ 2
ot 0ð Þ
oh

t 0ð Þh

þ ot 0ð Þ
oh

� �2

þt 0ð Þ o
2t 0ð Þ
oh2

 !
h2

þ O h3
� �

: (16)

The presented migration assumes that the

traveltime is of the form

t2 hð Þ ¼ t2 0ð Þ þ 2t 0ð Þhp cos cþ p2h2;

(17)

where the traveltime is exact for a physical

situation with a constant velocity above the

planar interface, and c is the emergence

angle of the zero-offset ray, measured from

the surface. Using the notation from the

previous sections, one can see that these

formulas are identical to the second order

of h for the migration slowness satisfying

expression 12 evaluated at the zero offset;

namely,

Figure 12. Migration velocity of 60 migrated source gathers.

Figure 13. P-wave interval velocity model for testing migration of nonplanar reflectors.
The ellipses indicate the location of scatter points.

Figure 14. Combination of migrated source gathers in the velocity model of Figure 13
using the assumption of linear reflectors. The ellipse indicates the location of a scatter
point and the arrows indicate the locations of the blurred curved reflectors.

Figure 15. Migrated source gather with the source located at 400 m in the velocity
model of Figure 13. The arrow indicates the location of a planar reflector.
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p2 ¼ p2
x 0ð Þ þ t 0ð Þpxx 0ð Þ: (18)

This result shows that the migration velocity
1
p is given by the shape of the traveltime

curve in the vicinity of the zero offset for

each source gather. If this velocity does not

change much from shot gather to shot

gather, then the presented imaging is a time

migration with the migration velocity corre-

sponding to this constant effective velocity.

For laterally homogeneous media, this veloc-

ity becomes the Dix root mean square (rms)

velocity. The Taylor expansion also high-

lights the complexity of the application of

the method to 3D; the method assumes con-

stant stacking velocity 1
p that might not sat-

isfy the corresponding expressions using py

and pyy for nonconstant true velocity above

the reflector. However, for some situations

(e.g., marine seismics) the use of the migra-

tion velocity obtained along one direction

might give satisfactory results.

The presented method of the first and second

derivative estimation required smoothing of

the data. However, there are many different

methods for estimation of these parameters that

are sensitive to the noise to a different degree.

Some of the methods for estimation of local

slopes include traditional slant stacks proposed

by Ottolini (1983), plane-wave destructors

used by Claerbout (2004), prediction-error fil-

ters suggested by Fomel (2002), Barnes (1996)

uses instantaneous frequency, and Douma and

de Hoop (2007) propose curvelets. Some of

these methods are compared by Schleicher et al.

(2009). Methods for the estimation of the sec-

ond derivatives are less numerous; semblance

analysis following the work of Taner and

Koehler (1969) is the most common. The

study of different methods for estimation of

the second derivatives in the presence of noise

is still an open problem; however, to illustrate

the effects of noise on the method I polluted

the data from the model from Figure 13 with

random noise (Figure 17) with signal-to-noise

ratio of 40 (computed at the maximum ampli-

tude of the gathers). The result of the migra-

tion algorithm is shown in Figure 18.

A central assumption of the presented

method is that the reflectors are planar; the

radius of the curvature of the reflector should

be much larger than the distance from the

source to the reflector. The effect of the

reflector curvature on the migration is such

that for convex reflectors the migrated image

is above the true reflector, and for concave

reflectors the migrated image is below the

true reflector. This behavior is exemplified by

the infinitely curved convex reflector — a

Figure 16. Migrated source gather with the source located at 2400 m in the velocity
model of Figure 13. The arrow indicates the location of a curved reflector.

Figure 17. Source gather for the velocity model of Figure 13 with added random noise.

Figure 18. Migrated source gathers in the velocity model of Figure 13 with added
random noise.
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scatter point; the migrated image of a shot gather corresponding to

a scatter point is shown in Figure 19. Note that the shown

migrated image contains no information about amplitudes

because it is based only on the traveltime; it does not show the

decrease in the amplitude of the events with increasing offset of

the migrated event. This inability to correctly focus scatter

points could be used potentially for separation of reflectors from

scatter points. However, such a separation would have to be

evaluated and compared with prior work on the subject (e.g.,

Harlan et al., 1984; Landa and Keydar, 1998; Fomel et al.,

2007).

Because the method migrates the data from a shot gather

and its implementation is very fast, one possible application for

the method is imaging during the acquisition. Another possible

application of the method — after simple modification — is for

velocity seismic profile (VSP) situations. The limitation of

the small curvature of the reflector prevents the applicability of

the method to geological settings such as salt domes, where one

would use depth migration anyway.

CONCLUSIONS

I presented a velocity-independent prestack migration of a

source gather that uses the first and second derivatives of travel-

time with respect to the location of the receivers. The assump-

tions of the constant effective velocity and locally planar reflector

will affect the applicability of the algorithm only to certain geo-

logical situations, as is demonstrated by the second presented

example. The presented method relies only on shot gathers and

has several advantages over other velocity-independent migra-

tion methods: The method is computationally fast and requires

little memory. In addition, the speed and the limited data

requirements of the algorithm allow for potential real-time

imaging during acquisition in the field.

Figure 19. Migrated image of a shot gather of a point scatterer (curve) and the correct location of the point scatterer (cross).
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The inability of the method to focus diffracted events, as dem-

onstrated by the third presented example, could be potentially

used to separate scatter points from reflectors. Such a differentia-

tion between scatter points and reflectors will be part of future

studies, which will also include multiples suppression and extend-

ing the method for interfaces with nonzero curvature. In addition,

it is important to study different methods for estimation of the

second derivatives of the traveltime in the presence of noise.
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APPENDIX A

3D migration expressions

In this appendix I present the generalization of migration equa-

tions 8, 9, and 12 for the 3D case. The derivation of these equa-

tions follows the derivation of equations 8 and 9, and I only show

the final result; namely,

x ¼
2p2xr

�
tþ pyðys � yrÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x � p2
y

q
ðzr � zsÞ

�
2p2D

þ pxðp2ðx2
s � x2

r þ ðys � yrÞ2 þ ðzr � zsÞ2Þ � t2Þ
2p2D

;

(A-1)

y ¼
2p2yr

�
tþ pxðxs � xrÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x � p2
y

q
ðzr � zsÞ

�
2p2D

þ pyðp2ðy2
s � y2

r þ ðxs � xrÞ2 þ ðzr � zsÞ2Þ � t2Þ
2p2D

;

(A-2)

t0 ¼
t2 � p2ððxs � xrÞ2 þ ðys � yrÞ2 þ z2

s � z2
r Þ

pDðp2 � p2
x � p2

yÞ
�1=2

;

þ 2p2zrðt� pxðxr � xsÞ � pyðyr � ysÞÞ
pD

;

(A-3)

and

p2 ¼ p2
x þ tpxx; (A-4)

where D is short for

tþ pxðxs � xrÞ þ pyðys � yrÞ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2 � p2

x � p2
y

q
ðzr � zsÞ:

These expressions reduce to the corresponding expressions in the

2D case if one sets the y coordinates of the source and receiver,

together with py, to zero.
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